Are there any differences? A non-sensical question in ecology
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One of the main questions that ecologists pose in their investigations includes the analysis of differences in some trait between two or more populations. I argue here that asking whether there are differences or not between populations is biologically irrelevant, since no two livings things are ever equal. On the contrary the appropriate question to pose is how large differences are between populations. That is, we urge a shift in interest from statistical significance to biological relevance for proper knowledge accumulation. I emphasise that to test biologically informative hypotheses from a classical perspective, there are two tools available: (a) the use of a priori power tests; and (b) the use of confidence intervals. Using both ensures that statistical significance and biological relevance are not decoupled, and studies yielding negative results do not need to be discarded balancing the current bias in publishing mostly 'positive' results. Complex ecological questions however require the formulation of multiple hypotheses and hence the use of modern alternative tools for ecological statistical inference such as information theoretical criteria and Bayesian statistics.

I was sitting by myself at a bar terrace after a tough day of field work, with a bottle of beer in my hands, when I realized, all of a sudden, that statistics are perfect to answer questions about non-living things. And here we were, ecologists trying to unravel complex biological mysteries armed with statistical inference tools. It makes full sense indeed to wonder whether beer bottles of my favourite brand at my favourite bar are exactly equal to the beer bottles of the same brand in any other bar in town. Let’s suppose that beer bottles are expected to be exactly equal, since they are made following the same blueprints by machines that, ideally, do not make errors. Finding differences would no doubt be a surprise and quite a reason of concern for beer bottle makers. Hence, I and my colleagues could design a hypothesis contrast in which our null hypothesis, to be falsified, is that beer bottles delivered to my bar is exactly equal to the mean height of beer bottles delivered to a second bar in town, located in the opposite extreme of the city. That is we hypothesize that \( H_0: h_1 = h_2 \) or similarly that \( h_1 - h_2 = 0 \). We then could take advantage of our recent field trip and use a digital calliper that we had handy to measure the height of a random sample of beer bottles delivered to my bar, and then move to the second bar and do the same thing with a second sample of the same size. We would then apply a classical t-test (incidentally, developed in the brewery industry) and find that \( t = 1.2; g.l = 30, p > 0.05 \); that is, we find no statistically significant differences between the mean height of bottles in both places. Since we have failed to falsify the null hypothesis (that is to show that beer bottles from the two bars were different) we may suspect that beer bottles of this brand (by which I mean...
the whole population of beer bottles potentially available to either bar) are likely identical. However, we cannot state that they are identical (because a lack of evidence for differences is not the same as evidence of no differences). Perhaps a larger sample could have lead us to find statistically significant differences and hence to reject the null hypothesis of equality. Hence, a statistically non-significant result, in relation to a non-informative null hypothesis, means only that we simply don’t know.

By contrast, a similar question addressed to an ecological problem in the same way, has no meaning at all. I like birds and I could wonder whether the mean length of the tarsus of blackbirds Turdus merula is exactly equal between two populations living in separate parks in my town, because I suspect that park-A’s characteristics may favour blackbirds with larger legs. But, that is an inappropriate question to begin with, since blackbirds are not produced from blueprints by any perfect machine and, in nature, every single blackbird is different. Hence a null hypothesis such as $H_0: \mu_1 = \mu_2$ makes no sense at all. We shall always find statistically significant differences, provided that we use a large enough sample size. Maybe differences are very tiny, but they do exist, and it would not be any surprise at all to detect them statistically. A far more appropriate question in this case would be whether the mean tarsus length of blackbirds in the two areas differs by a given magnitude of interest (for example, by more than 10%, or by a given proportion of the standard deviation of the character) (Stephens et al., 2005). To me, for example, two blackbird populations whose mean tarsus length differs by more than $\frac{1}{2}$ the standard deviation can be considered as having different tarsus lengths. You could choose a different cut off point of course, especially if previous knowledge indicates to you that beyond a given difference in tarsus lengths birds exploit the ground fauna in a different way and hence that this difference is biologically relevant. From a classical perspective, such a hypothesis can be tested by designing a biologically-informed null hypothesis, such as $H_0: \mu_1 - \mu_2 > 1/2 SD$ in blackbird tarsus lengths. That way, and only that way, if we find statistically significant effects we could also affirm that differences are biologically significant or relevant. To do so we must first estimate the sample size required to find such an effect size (that is the difference in means between groups divided by the pooled within groups standard deviation). Free software such as G’Power (http://wwwpsycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/aap/projects/gpower/), readily available from the internet, will automatically return the sample size required to test for differences given an effect size, an $\alpha$ value (that is, an a priori risk threshold of being wrong) and a desired power (that is, a desired capacity of detecting a difference when it exists). Try that exercise if you have never done it before and you will notice one tiny problem: we need very large sample sizes if we want to detect small effect sizes. However, ornithologists are lucky because biologically relevant differences in many instances imply medium to large effect sizes. Let’s say that I am interested in a medium effect size (i.e. half the standard deviation) and I am happy enough with a power of 0.80 and a classical $\alpha = 5\%$. I would need a total sample size of $n = 128$ data for a two-tailed $t$-test. That may not be the 30 data samples per population that we all have in mind from reading books on introductory biostatistics (see e.g. Crawley, 2005) but it is feasible. Importantly, if we do not find statistically significant differences this way we shall have a quite useful negative result (since we shall be able to accept the null hypothesis), and hence a negative result worth publishing (with a 20% risk of being wrong since power was set up at 0.8). This is extremely relevant since journals are now biased towards the publication of positive results (typically with a 5% risk of being wrong at the long run) (see Palmer, 2000).

An alternative procedure for a biologically-informed decision about differences between living things is the use of confidence intervals for the difference between means (Fidler et al., 2005). When we perform a classical $t$-test in software such as SPSS we also obtain (in addition to $p$-values) the estimate of the difference between means and its 95% CI. If we decide that a biologically relevant difference between the tarsus lengths of two populations of birds occurs where differences between the tarsus length of the two study populations are larger than 10%, we can verify whether the difference between means is larger than 0.1 and whether or not the confidence interval for the difference between means brackets zero. This way we obtain much more information than with the traditional hypothesis testing since we have available a measure of certainty and an equivalent of hypothesis testing based on a biologically informative null hypothesis (Reichardt and Gollub, 1997).

I can hear someone in the back grumbling that all these procedures are not necessary because the power of our tests, as usually used, is only good for detecting medium to large effect sizes, which is our goal most often. Well, true. If we find statistically significant differences with a small sample (I am talking here of a sample size large enough not to have our results influenced by pure sampling error of course!) we can be quite certain that the effect size is large. However, if we are lucky to work with a large sample size and detect statistically significant differences we shall not be able to say whether the effect size detected is large or small, relevant or irrelevant. In those instances statistical and biological significance are clearly decoupled (Queen and Keough, 2004). Many biologists seem unaware of this problem and hence the literature is full of analyses concluding that the authors found ‘significant’ results, leaving the reader wondering whether the authors really found biologically relevant results or just statistically significant results, which can be spurious. Whether the effect sizes involved are large or small can often be determined from the graphs and tables usually provided, but that should not be the task of the reader (unless s/he is planning to do a meta-analysis of a given biological problem). Obviously we do not always know in advance what constitutes a biologically relevant difference between study objects. I do not know whether bird weights must differ by 10 or 20 g to be relevant but I can certainly use my common sense and say that if two bird populations differ in more than, let’s say, 10% of their body weight, something is going on. Similarly, I might consider a proportion of the standard deviation of the trait.

The foregoing discussion queries many practices in common use in ecology, but do not be depressed! All we have done until now is not useless, as long as we have provided in our papers raw values such as sample size, means, standard deviations, values of the statistic used, etc., and not only one, two or three stars indicating that our $p$-value was
smaller than 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001 (this gradation, by the way, is also irrelevant, since the α value is chosen as an a priori risk level and hence all α values smaller than the cut off point indicate statistically significant results; in the same way, in educational systems in which 5 is the mark required to pass, a 4.9 is just as much of a fail as a 1.3). We reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis (since we cannot accept it unless power a 4.9 is just as much of a fail as a 1.3). We reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis (since we cannot accept it unless power tests have been used a priori) with probability 1, using α as the cut-off value (Blasco, 2006). If we wish to establish a more demanding cut off point (increasing the chances of having a Type II error) we could do so but, to avoid cheating, we must do so beforehand. The alternative option of using p-values as a reliable measure of likelihood of our null hypothesis is a tricky one, since, from the frequentist perspective, we are supposed to perform a large number of experiments to make a decision (something that is very seldom done) and each experiment would, unfortunately, provide a different p-value (data probability) (i.e. the probability of our data, or data more extreme, if the null hypothesis were true) (see Killeen, 2005). On top of that, philosophers of science consider that the jump from p-values to the likelihood of the null hypothesis is indeed very shaky (e.g. if I show that most bullfighters are Spaniards and I randomly select a Spaniard I cannot say that he is likely to be a bullfighter). Bayesian ecologists or ecologists using information theoretic criteria cannot say that he is likely to be a bullfighter). Bayesian ecologists or ecologists using information theoretic criteria cannot say that he is likely to be a bullfighter). Bayesian ecologists or ecologists using information theoretic criteria or Bayesian statistics (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Whittingham et al., 2006; Lukacs et al., 2007) do not have this problem since they have a reliable measure of uncertainty: the probability of their null hypothesis given the data, but I do not want to open this Pandora’s Box now (see Martı́nez-Abraín and Oro, 2005 and Lukacs et al., 2007 for further detail).

One additional problem when testing for differences is the fact that although, initially, we may be interested in differences in a particular trait when we capture a sample of blackbirds, we often take advantage of having the bird in hand to measure some other traits with the same sample size. However, each trait has its own variability and so different sample sizes may be required to measure different traits. Even if we have used a priori power tests (Steidl and Thomas, 2001) to calculate our sample size correctly to test for differences in one trait, therefore, that sample size may be unsuitable for other measured traits.

Callipers were invented for the industry to measure screws and nuts but biologists adopted them to measure variable traits such as tarsus lengths. Similarly frequentist statistics were developed to deal with problems where simple dichotomous problems (e.g. differences between traits larger than 10% vs. differences not larger than 10%) are appropriate. However, as we increase the degree of complexity of our questions (addressing multiple causality) we need to formulate multiple research hypotheses which cannot be appropriately tested by using the traditional tools of statistical inference, but rather through multi-model inference, by means of information theoretic criteria or Bayesian statistics (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Whittingham et al., 2006; Lukacs et al., 2007). In ecology, things are often not as simple as yes or no, black or white; a large range of greys is also possible.

To provide the scientific community with unequivocal results (or to communicate the uncertainty associated with results unambiguously) and hence allow proper knowledge accumulation (Clark, 2005; Martı́nez-Abraín and Oro, 2005; Fidler et al., 2006), we must improve the design and interpretation of our analyses. Posing good biological questions and formulating sound hypotheses should be the major goal of ecologists, but testing them properly is a necessary vehicle to reach valid conclusions.
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